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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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• Following intense backlash surrounding controversial monetization strategies, player communities 

have become more aware than ever before of the different practices publishers and developers 

implement to monetize their games post-launch

▪ IDG believes it is fair to say our industry now operates in a post-Battlefront II era, whereby publishers have to 

tread carefully when considering these monetization schemes

• IDG is publishing this research with the intent to help our clients navigate this murky world of post-

launch monetization, providing IDG’s insights, case studies, as well as risk factors and best practices 

for implementation for schemes like:

▪ Virtual Goods

▪ Virtual Currency

• Our best practices are not intended to be one-size-fits-all for every game, but they do stand as 

guiding principles for design of post-launch strategies

▪ We intend to focus heavily on monetization schemes for Premium Console and PC titles in Western markets, 

though we do discuss some practices seen on mobile and alternative monetization schemes like free-to-play, 

subscription-based games, episodic content, and advertising

▪ Loot Boxes

▪ Single Player DLC

▪ Multiplayer Expansions

▪ Season Passes

▪ Progression (Battle) Passes 

▪ User Generated Content (UGC)
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MONETIZATION HISTORY AND TRAJECTORY
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• The practice of offering DLC Add-On Content originally stemmed from a desire to slow 

the used games business and bring in extra revenue for publishers

▪ Since then, the practice is now predominant in almost every major title and has helped 

publishers flatten the feast-or-famine revenue cycles seen between game launches

• In Western markets, IDG is anticipating the growth of DLC/Virtual Goods to nearly match 

Full Game (physical and digital) purchases by 2020
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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
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• Many of the major publishers across the industry have been moving towards fewer but bigger 

releases for their IP, but this has led to ever-rising development/marketing costs and publishers are 

feeling pressure to hit higher and higher revenue goals for each release

• However, the typical retail price point of $60 for a AAA game has persisted despite inflation and these 

rising costs, as the industry worries that premium games could become less accessible for the 

average consumer
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• These worries are partially driven by broader economic conditions, at least in the West, where 

consumers generally have had less purchasing power in recent years for entertainment

▪ The cost of most essential things, like rent/mortgages, health care, and transportation, has gone up but 

wages haven’t necessarily kept up with this increased cost of living

▪ Thus, entertainment products have been feeling the crunch and the market is shifting ever more towards 

more affordable service offerings like Spotify for music and Netflix for TV/movies

• Every publisher is now looking towards deeper strategies for post-launch monetization as an 

additional and increasingly necessary revenue stream

• This need for additional revenue via post-launch sales is often lost upon the everyday consumer, and 

post-launch practices are often flagged by players (whether justified or not)

▪ Overall, IDG recommends that publishers strive for new and interesting ways to add value to their titles 

through downloadable content or microtransactions, rather than harm the mechanics of their games as 

players are highly attuned to how their experience can be impacted

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS (CONT’D)
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POST-LAUNCH PERFORMANCE
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• A triple-A game’s revenue is heavily skewed toward full game sales at launch, but revenue share 

often shifts toward DLC/Virtual Goods as these titles mature 

▪ This trend is especially clear in titles that adopt GaaS principles, as these developers plan to engage with 

core players well after launch with the goal of recurrent spending from active players
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POST-LAUNCH PERFORMANCE (CONT’D)
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The share that each player segmentation sees in 

both MAUs and Post-Launch Revenue varies 

heavily for each game depending on platform, 

genre, and business model, but in general casual 

players will make up the vast majority of an 

audience, followed by mid-core players and then 

whales. While MAUs may skew towards a casual 

audience, post-launch revenue is often more 

balanced towards mid-core players and whales.

Though whales often make up 

the bulk of a game’s post-

launch revenue, major 

publishers are actively moving 

away from solely monetizing off 

of whales because focusing on 

this sliver of the playerbase

presents a huge operational 

risk in their business model.
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Though these items are often sold à la 

carte, publishers have been increasingly 

locking these goods to loot boxes

The strategy to push consumers to grind for desirable 

items is an effort to make them feel more inclined to 

make multiple microtransactions rather than a select few

In October 2017, Activision filed a patent for a 

matchmaking system designed to match low-skilled 

players against players with better in-game gear

The aim of this system is to expose low-

skilled players to the different kinds of 

available gear and encourage them to 

upgrade their own gear via microtransactions

In November 2017, EA CFO Blake Jorgensen claimed 

that the cosmetic MTX model wasn’t compatible with an 

established IP like Star Wars Battlefront II

The company later acquiesced and 

introduced paid cosmetics following 

backlash over its original loot box strategy

VIRTUAL GOODS – DEFINITION AND TRENDS

12

Jurassic World Car Pack in Rocket League

Skellige Armor and Horse Armor in The Witcher 3

Last Slice Weapon Skin in Halo 5

D E F I N I T I O N

Virtual Goods are any 

items a player can buy 

to use in-game

Often these are items that can give a player new ways to interact 

with the game like special characters, better weapons, or new cars

They can also be cosmetic items like armor sets or weapon skins 

that don’t affect competitive gameplay

R E C E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS THAT DRIVE PURCHASES
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IDG has identified 6 primary factors that tend to drive gamers to purchase post-launch monetization offerings:

These first 3 factors tend to 

result in the most positive 

reception by consumers… 

…while these last 3 factors tend 

to result in the most negative 

reception by consumers 

COMPETITIVE DRIVE

GENUINE ENJOYMENT

VANITY / PRIDE

IMPATIENCE

FOMO 
(aka the “fear of missing out”)

COMPULSION

The desire to beat others or be the best

Purchases enhance the gamer’s enjoyment, or the gamer wishes 

to reward the developer/publisher for creating a great game

Purchases do not have an in-game effect but make the gamer feel 

good about themselves

The desire to get ahead without grinding or waiting

Purchasing allows gamer to be more included within the game

“Carrot on a stick” reward model conditions gamers to seek 

rewards via purchases
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VIRTUAL GOODS AND THE CONSUMER
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS THAT DRIVE PURCHASES OF VIRTUAL GOODS

Note: Blue-shaded factors tend to result in more positive perceptions by the consumer, 

whereas red-shaded factors tend to result in more negative perceptions by the consumer.

HOW GAMERS PERCEIVE VIRTUAL GOODS

VGs are 

offered in just 

about every 

game these 

days

VGs

that are priced 

correctly to their in-

game value are the 

most positively 

accepted by the 

gaming

community

Cosmetic 

VGs are the 

most 

innocuous
Consumables 

are the most 

negatively 

perceived 

type of VG“Limited” or 

collectible VGs 

have higher 

conversion 

rates

Competitive Drive
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Impatience

Compulsion
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VIRTUAL GOODS CASE STUDY: DESTINY 2
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• Destiny 2 caught flak from its player community for its 

implementation of “shaders,” a consumable for 

changing the color of a player’s armor

▪ Players were allowed to adjust shaders to their heart’s 

content in the original Destiny, but it became a one-time 

use consumable in Destiny 2 with Bungie claiming the 

aim was to improve end-game progression

▪ Despite Bungie’s claims, the move was seen by some as 

another push for consumers to grind and subsequently 

pay more for microtransactions

▲ Bungie later announced that they would look to change the 

shader system back to something similar to the first game

Adjusting core gameplay mechanics remains essential so that franchises don’t become stale, but 

developers should be aware that any move that impacts an established progression or grind 

system will often be viewed negatively by the game’s community as increased pressure from 

microtransactions (whether the notion is true or not)
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VIRTUAL GOODS CASE STUDY: RAINBOW SIX SIEGE
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• The primary appeal of Rainbow Six Siege’s Season 

Pass is early access to all the game’s operators, 

which are playable in-game characters

▪ A new batch of operators is introduced every year that 

each have unique abilities and can be acquired via the 

Season Pass or through normal gameplay progression

▪ Player reviews indicate that the grind to unlock 

operators is reasonable, but gameplay is focused on 

skill rather than having the best operator regardless

• This balanced virtual goods strategy has helped the 

live ops slowly build Rainbow Six Siege’s playerbase

from a modest launch in 2015 to having surpassed 30 

million lifetime players by April 2018

Rainbow Six Siege’s community is ultimately satisfied with Ubisoft’s early access approach to virtual 

goods because operators are balanced, still accessible through normal gameplay, and have a 

reasonable grind to unlock without payment

Operators in Rainbow Six Siege
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VIRTUAL GOODS CASE STUDY: R6S (CONT’D)
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• In IDG’s stakeholder interviews with various publishers for this report, Rainbow Six Siege 

kept coming up as the title industry experts were pointing to as one that’s getting Games-

as-a-Service right

▪ Just like GTA V, Rainbow Six Siege has been able to expand its playerbase many years after the 

initial launch

• Ubisoft Montreal is accomplishing this through free content drops and a combination of paid 

and free post-launch support, as seen with the operators we discussed previously

▪ Publishers are saying that this mixture of paid and free is resonating much better than the 

traditional paid-DLC-only front, as it boosts engagement throughout the playerbase

• We also discuss Siege’s implementation of loot boxes later in this report, see Slide 36

Post-launch monetization is baked upfront in strategic planning for major releases these days, and the 

longevity of live ops is enabling publishers to spread out their releases and take time off from 

annualized franchises in certain cases, providing publishers with more flexibility in portfolio planning 

to focus more on quality releases as opposed to frequency
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B E S T  P R A C T I C E S

VIRTUAL GOODS – RISK FACTORS AND BEST PRACTICES
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Virtual goods represent a strong monetization 

scheme and are rather innocuous on their 

own, but their implementation can be tricky for 

several reasons

Items that are non-cosmetic like characters, weapons, and cars have to be carefully introduced to 

multiplayer modes so as to not disrupt balance or antagonize players unable to spend more

Even cosmetic items need to be carefully navigated particularly in established franchises, as players 

are very keen on how their progression correlates to virtual good unlocks

It is important to continually update and refine monetization schemes in an established franchise, but IDG recommends publishers focus on 

finding new ways to add value post-launch rather than putting greater pressure on player progression to boost microtransaction sales

Publishers that successfully introduce gameplay-effecting virtual goods 

tend to find a good balance by making items attainable through normal 

progression without creating an unreasonable grind to unlock

Virtual goods that give players an advantage in multiplayer should be 

avoided as much as possible, as it makes a game less accessible for 

players that are unable or unwilling to spend extra and ultimately hurts 

a title’s ability to find a wider audience

Consider adding microtransactions several months after launch as an option for gamers who have less time to “earn” items by grinding. The 

majority of core players will already have accomplished their objectives in the game and are less likely to be offended by the addition of 

microtransactions.

R I S K  F A C T O R S



VIRTUAL CURRENCY
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VIRTUAL CURRENCY – DEFINITION AND TRENDS
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PokéCoins in Pokémon GOVirtual Currency in NBA 2KV-Bucks in Fortnite

D E F I N I T I O N

Virtual Currency (VC) is any in-game currency that a player 

can earn through gameplay or purchase with real money

Games often have two different sets of virtual currency, one that can 

be earned via gameplay (Soft) and another that can be exclusively 

purchased via an in-app or in-game purchase with real money (Hard)

R E C E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

A handful of publishers have recently made earn rates for virtual currency in their games steeper for players to achieve via normal 

gameplay progression or “grind,” with players often accusing them of trying to drive microtransaction sales

Washington State ruled that the implementation of virtual currency in mobile title Big Fish Casino constituted illegal online gambling, which 

may likely have larger implications for the monetization scheme in the future
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VIRTUAL CURRENCY AND THE CONSUMER
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS THAT DRIVE PURCHASES OF VIRTUAL CURRENCY

Note: Blue-shaded factors tend to result in more positive perceptions by the consumer, 

whereas red-shaded factors tend to result in more negative perceptions by the consumer.

HOW GAMERS PERCEIVE VIRTUAL CURRENCY

Virtual currency often 

presents a love-hate 

relationship… Gamers tend to 

perceive a game’s heavy 

reliance on VC very 

negatively, yet there are 

enough heavy spenders who 

will purchase it regardless

Competitive Drive

Genuine Enjoyment

Vanity/Pride

Impatience

Compulsion

FOMO
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VIRTUAL CURRENCY CASE STUDY: FORZA MOTORSPORT 7
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• Prior to the launch of Forza Motorsport 7 in October 2017, Turn 10 Studios saw backlash 

from players over a change in the virtual currency mechanics of the racing title’s VIP Pass

▪ Virtual currency credits in Forza are earned by completing races and are used by players to buy 

better in-game cars or other cosmetics

▪ The VIP pass granted players a permanent boost to earn double credits in previous Forza games, 

but with FM7 Turn 10 wanted to replace this permanent perk with 5 consumable “mod cards”

▲ Mod cards are designed to adjust the weather or time of day settings of a race, with harder gameplay 

settings granting players credit boosts upon completion of a race

▪ This was understandably upsetting for players as previous iterations of the franchise allowed race 

settings to be changed at a player’s will without the need for a consumable system

Replacing core features of a franchise, like the ability to freely tune gameplay settings at 

a player’s whim, is a tricky thing to implement because it can undercut what makes the 

franchise appealing to core players in the first place
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VIRTUAL CURRENCY: FORZA MOTORSPORT 7 (CONT’D)
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• On its own this change may not have stirred much 

controversy, but the developer updated the language of 

the VIP Pass close to the game’s launch after some 

players already pre-ordered it

• Improper communication understandably resulted in 

strong backlash from the game’s playerbase, and Turn 10 

later had to re-introduce the VIP Pass’ double credit perk 

to appease core players

▪ It should be noted that this controversy came at a difficult 

time for Microsoft following the delay of Crackdown 3, as 

FM7 was the only new, first-party title the company had to 

showcase that Fall alongside the launch of the Xbox One X 

console

While it is no crime to adjust and optimize virtual currency mechanics, changes to the core mechanics 

of a franchise’s gameplay systems need to be properly communicated to players, even if these 

systems are still being ironed out ahead of launch

Mod Selection Screen in Forza Motorsport 7
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VIRTUAL CURRENCY CASE STUDY: NBA 2K18
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• At launch, NBA 2K18 received criticism from its player 

community over its VC system, ranging from:

▪ The grind to level up a character being excessive, unless a player 

bought enough VC upfront

▪ The cost of most virtual goods was much higher than in NBA 2K17

▪ Players were unable to preview cosmetics before purchase and 

had to re-buy previously-bought items in order to use them again

• Take-Two CEO Strauss Zelnick commented by saying that the 

company’s goal is primarily to delight customers, but that 

ultimately engagement, unit sales, and recurrent spending 

were the best barometers for this

 -
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Max VC Price for Virtual Good – NBA 2K17/18/19

NBA 2K17

NBA 2K18

NBA 2K19

• Rob Jones, a senior producer for NBA 2K19, acknowledged missteps with 2K18 and said that he hopes to have 

addressed the issue in 2K19 by improving the sense of reward from traditional gameplay and making the purchase 

of items feel more like “a choice, not a force”

▪ 2K19 is reportedly awarding players with more VC through traditional gameplay than the previous title, enabling players to 

progress their characters at a more reasonable pace

▪ 2K also made haircut virtual goods free of charge, as it was a particular sticking point for the player community in 2K18

• We also discuss FIFA 18’s loot box practices on page 37

*Haircuts in NBA 2K18 were originally as high as 1,500 VC, but 2K later lowered the cost 

to 100 VC as an olive branch to the community. Haircuts are free again in NBA 2K19.
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VIRTUAL CURRENCY CASE STUDY: NBA 2K18 (CONT’D)
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Year 1 revenue of NBA 

2K18 exceeded the prior 

year’s iteration by 8%, but 

Year 2 revenue is on 

track to be down 23% y/y

It’s unclear if NBA 2K18’s VC system hurt the game’s sales potential… 

VC sales were reportedly up 57% y/y, which is respectable, but the game’s sales tail appears to be weaker 

with this iteration at least in terms of physical units in the US

*NBA 2K18 Calendar Year 2 are estimates based on year-to-date performance
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B E S T  P R A C T I C E S

R I S K  F A C T O R S

VIRTUAL CURRENCY – RISK FACTORS AND BEST PRACTICES
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Steep mechanics for grinding in a game that is 

already premium-priced can easily lead to 

community backlash and hurt long-term 

engagement of your franchise

Players are more in tune with this for annualized franchises, where they are more likely to 

notice changes in their experiences between iterations given the shorter windows

It is particularly evident when a core feature has been altered or removed to push the player 

towards microtransactions

Virtual currency mechanics are starting to be increasingly looked at by gambling regulators, as was seen in the case of Washington State 

and Big Fish Casino

Find the balance in your in-game economy where players can feel that additional spending is an active choice to support development 

rather than essential to the core experience of the game

Actively avoid compromising core features your audience cares about when implementing VC

Avoid tying VC to player progression as this harms player trust in competitive play

For annualized franchises, try incremental adjustments to VC pricing rather than drastic price hikes



LOOT BOXES
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LOOT BOXES – DEFINITION AND TRENDS
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D E F I N I T I O N

Loot boxes are a form of randomized virtual goods whereby 

players who purchase them obtain an item of unknown nature—

once redeemed, the player receives one of many available virtual 

goods, which can range from second-rate to premium content

Loot box in Overwatch

Gold Trading Card Pack in 

FIFA 18 Ultimate Team

Loot boxes are reminiscent of 

the gacha mechanics that have 

been prevalent in Japan’s 

mobile games for over 5 years

R E C E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

The system was stripped from Battlefront II and EA isn’t putting it in Battlefield V or Anthem

A number of companies have released drop rates for loot boxes in their games, including Psyonix and EA

Gambling laws are coming into effect in countries 

like Belgium and the Netherlands, with 

companies like Blizzard, Take-Two, and Valve 

disabling loot boxes in their games in Belgium

However, EA has refused to remove them thus far in FIFA 18/19

EA’s pushback with Belgian courts and the company’s decision to 

pursue a legal battle will set legal precedent on whether or not loot 

boxes should be banned or permitted from games
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LOOT BOXES AND THE CONSUMER
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS THAT DRIVE PURCHASES OF LOOT BOXES

Note: Blue-shaded factors tend to result in more positive perceptions by the consumer, 

whereas red-shaded factors tend to result in more negative perceptions by the consumer.

HOW GAMERS PERCEIVE LOOT BOXES

When

loot boxes only contain 

cosmetic items, are not 

overly used within a 

game, or are not 

included in the game’s 

main mode, the 

perception is not as 

negative

The most extreme 

critics of loot boxes 

perceive them as 

exploitative, akin to 

gambling, and a 

shameless money-grab 

by publishers  

Disclosing

loot box odds lessens 

the negative 

perception somewhat 

but not entirely

Competitive Drive

Genuine Enjoyment

Vanity/Pride

Impatience

Compulsion

FOMO
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LOOT BOX CASE STUDY: BATTLEFRONT II
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• One of the challenges that Electronic Arts was up against with the Star Wars franchise when implementing 

additional monetization opportunities was the publisher’s inability to offer visual character customization due to 

Disney’s strict guidelines on the look of each Star Wars character

• Loot boxes seemed like a compelling offering to circumvent these restrictions while avoiding splitting the 

Battlefront II gamer base with a season pass (see Season Pass risk factors on page 60)

• The Battlefront backlash was a result of pay-to-win mechanics, in which the loot boxes were designed to help 

players progress in the game and disrupted gameplay balance

• The system antagonized non-spending players and caused the title to underperform at launch

▪ Non-spending players represent the large majority of players in free-to-play games and can make upward of 90% of a 

game’s playerbase

▪ These non-spending players, however, are integral to the success of a game on two fronts

▲ A game’s virality and its reviews are driven by the largest section of players, which happen to be the non-paying 

gamers

▲ Additionally, the large number of non-paying players is necessary to shorten dungeon queue times in MMOs and to 

allow for multiplayer matchmaking adapted to each player’s strength

• Electronic Arts sold 9 million copies of Battlefront II in calendar year 2017, falling short of the 10 million unit launch 

forecast 

10M

9M

Nov-Dec ’17 

BFII Sales

EA Projected 

Sales

Loot boxes that create a pay-to-win situation can antagonize non-paying users who 

are arguably just as important to the functioning of a multiplayer game as paying users  
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LOOT BOX CASE STUDY: SHADOW OF WAR
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• In 2017, Monolith launched Shadow of War with a complex virtual 

currency and loot box system

• In spite of the fact that microtransactions were carefully designed 

to be complementary to the game and to NOT require gamers to 

make additional purchases to play or win, the game met with some 

initial backlash

▪ The most critical detractors complained that the game was designed to 

make the player grind just to push players to spend money in the 

game, particularly in the game’s final stages

▪ The more discerning gamers recognized that the microtransactions 

were not necessary to beat the game if the game was played with a 

careful strategy

▪ However, the very existence of the loot box system undermined the game’s core because it provided an 

alternate path for progressing in the game and caused those players who opted to boost their progression 

through loot boxes to miss out on the most fun aspects of the game—the satisfaction of overcoming 

challenges with strategy

• In essence, the loot box system undermined the game’s fun factor, and negative word-of-mouth 

impacted the game’s sales potential
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LOOT BOX CASE STUDY: SHADOW OF WAR (CONT’D)

32

• Ultimately, WBIE opted to remove microtransactions from the game several months after 

launch, which helped to restore goodwill with the playerbase

• Whether the backlash was driven by a small but vocal minority, or if it ran deeper through 

the playerbase than anticipated, the high quality of the game was not enough to offset 

these headwinds initially

• Even though IDG believes that the loot boxes were not truly “pay-to-win” and were very 

sensitive to game balance, negative consumer sentiment on this type of monetization is 

more impactful than ever before

It is important to customize monetization based on this new, more scrutinizing consumer 

landscape, as players are now more aware than they ever have been about 

monetization mechanics and factor it into their purchasing decisions
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LOOT BOX CASE STUDY: FORZA MOTORSPORT 7

33

• Nine months after launching Forza Motorsport 7, developer Turn 10 announced it would be removing 

prize crates from the game due to “overwhelming” negative feedback

• What’s notable about this case study is the game’s prize crates did not require real money to 

purchase—they were only purchasable through in-game virtual currency known as Credits, which 

must be earned, not bought

• There are two possible takeaways from this case study, which are not necessarily mutually 

exclusive:

1. The negative attitude toward loot crates is not just about player dissatisfaction at spending real money—

rather, players are against the concept of having to “play the odds” in order to obtain their desired end goal

2. The negative attitude toward loot crates has become so intense that gamers have become intolerant of 

anything even resembling a loot crate 

• Also of note is the fact that Forza Motorsport 7 is a game that tends to appeal to a hard core 

audience—it is highly probable that core gamers have stronger opinions against loot boxes than 

more casual gamers

Due to the high-profile negative perception of loot boxes, publishers should exercise extra caution 

when utilizing this monetization schema, especially with core gamers, who are generally more 

informed and active in communities/forums
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The presence of loot boxes isn’t systematically a source of ire for all gamers, and a fine-tuned application of the 

monetization structure can be quite successfully crafted as demonstrated in Overwatch

• All items that can be collected in Overwatch are purely cosmetic in nature and do not give spenders an advantage over 

other players; this helps keep the core gaming experience intact and prevents non-spenders from feeling cheated.

• The plenitude of items in each loot crate is usually sufficiently satisfying to players

▪ Each Overwatch loot box contains four items and these items fall within four categories of varying rarity

COMMON Voice Lines – allow heroes to say special quotes 

Sprays – icons that heroes can place on surfaces

RARE Basic Skins – change in color scheme of hero’s outfit 

Player Icons – icons displayed next to a player’s username

Victory Poses – poses that the hero can strike when winning a match

EPIC Complex Skins – advanced changes in color scheme of hero’s outfit and/or outfit changes

Emotes – allows heroes to strike a pose while in-game

Highlight Intros – animations shown when a player gets “Play of the Game”

LEGENDARY Complete Reskin – changes the look of the hero completely

INCREASING 

RARITY

Overwatch players are generally accepting of loot boxes in the game because they are solely 

focused on cosmetic goods that don’t affect gameplay

Loot box reveal showing two legendary skins, a spray

and a voice line
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• Overwatch loot boxes are cheaper than those in other games

▪ Lowest price for a loot item in Overwatch is $0.80 versus $1.38 in Destiny 2

• Players don’t feel cheated when receiving a loot item from lower-tier categories, as the 

items found in each category serve different purposes and aren’t just poor substitutes of 

higher quality legendary items

• The art assets for each loot item are more intricate than those in other games as they 

apply to one particular hero—art assets for skins in most other games are often applied 

across multiple game characters

▪ Meticulous care is put into the crafting of each new player skin

▪ Multiple artists and teams are involved in the creation of the legendary skins

• Blizzard set up a duplicate protection protocol whereby players who receive a legendary 

drop are guaranteed skins that they do not already have

Anh Dang, concept artist on Overwatch, 

shares a list of members who participated 

in the creation of the Sentai Genji skin

▪ Before the change was implemented in July 2017, the random nature of the loot boxes meant that the time and monetary investment 

required to unlock all the legendary skins was unachievable

▪ The implementation of the duplicate protection rebalanced the game since players were feeling cheated by the loot system

• Grinding for loot boxes doesn’t seem punitive in Overwatch

▪ Blizzard offers up loot boxes to players at a rate of approximately 1 per 90 minutes of gameplay
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• Alpha Packs in Rainbow Six Siege are implemented in an 

interesting way for a loot box

• Rather than monetizing the packs, Ubisoft is using the method to 

drive player engagement

▪ The items provided are purely cosmetic, like weapon skins and 

headgear

▪ It can only be purchased with Renown, which is a virtual currency 

earned exclusively through gameplay rather than traditional money

▪ They are given out randomly to players that complete matches, with 

better odds of getting them for matches that a player wins

▪ The chance of getting rare/legendary gear is boosted for players that 

play more matches
Alpha Pack in Rainbow Six Siege

Hot Chopper Legendary Skin from Alpha Pack

Alpha Packs are designed to boost engagement by encouraging 

players to stay in their matches rather than abandon them, play 

more games, and take casual matches seriously
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• Even as an EA title has been the centerpiece of loot box controversy this past year, another EA title 

that features loot boxes fairly heavily—FIFA 18—has not come under the same fire

• This is in spite of the fact that the loot boxes in FIFA 18 are arguably of a “pay to win” nature—

players spend real money at a chance to gain great players to add to their Ultimate Team

• Why the inconsistency? One possible explanation, as former EA exec Patrick Soderlund claimed, is 

that Ultimate Team is only one mode of the game and not the main one—the rest of the game 

provides gamers with enough content and value that they are willing to overlook this one optional 

mode with a “pay to win” mechanic.

• Another explanation is that trading card mechanics have been associated with sports historically, so 

paying for a chance to obtain one’s favorite player is not a foreign concept. Furthermore, betting and 

gambling also has historical associations with professional sports, so perhaps players of sports 

games are more inclined to look upon loot boxes with an open mind. However, this doesn’t quite lend 

itself to other genres and has only been seen in a few other sports titles.

Loot boxes that are implemented in ancillary game modes may be more acceptable to gamers. 

At the end of the day, a strong understanding of the target consumer is key.
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The fact that the inner-workings of loot box systems are intentionally cryptic and convoluted can make players distrustful of this 

monetization scheme

The more heavily a game relies on loot boxes as a revenue source, the more that game takes on a “pay to win” nature—and gamers in 

the West are vehemently against “pay to win.” This helps explain why loot boxes are more accepted in markets like Japan and China, 

where “pay to win” is not frowned upon so heavily or even preferred.

If they can affect competitiveness, then at least 

keep this relegated to just one multiplayer mode

It is safer to leave it for just cosmetic items or for optional/secondary aspects of the game

Leave loot box/gacha mechanics out of games with young audiences; instead focus on direct purchases

Disclosing odds is a no-brainer to earn player trust, but don’t make the odds of receiving desirable items too unfavorable for players

Overall, the more removed from the crux of the game’s core mechanic, the better and less imposing it will be for the playerbase

If there is any room for negative reception, it’s best to find an alternate monetization schema altogether, as consumer backlash at a 

game’s launch can significantly mute its potential

Loot boxes should not affect or compromise in-game 

progression/competitiveness of the title

The monetization scheme is garnering increased 

scrutiny from gambling authorities and parental groups
Games with more of a kid/teen-friendly audience will fall 

under greater loot box scrutiny with regulatory agencies

It is important to note that players will only spend money on loot boxes for games they intend to have lasting engagement with in the 

first place, so it is not going to fit with every title



SINGLE PLAYER DLC / 

EXPANSIONS
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GTA IV episodic pack – Oct. 2009 Splatoon 2: Octo Expansion – June 2018

Battlefield 1’s Single-Player War Stories

D E F I N I T I O N

Updates to single-player games, with 

added missions within derivative 

storylines and usually narrative in nature

R E C E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

Rockstar eschewed this in favor of multiplayer live 

ops for GTA V and it is unclear if they will bring it 

back for Red Dead Redemption 2

Single-player expansions have been more popular with players who intentionally sidestep the GaaS model and games that require season passes 

due to the heavy time commitment that those games demand

Shadow of War attempted a VC/loot box system instead of supporting the game with expansion packs

Splatoon 2 received an expansion in June 2018 with the Octo Expansion solo campaign, but 

Splatoon’s producer, Hisashi Nogami, believes that it will be the last piece of single player content for 

the Splatoon series

EA will be bringing its single-player War Stories mode back to Battlefield V—this collection of stories 

had been introduced in Battlefield 1
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS THAT DRIVE PURCHASES OF SP DLC

Note: Blue-shaded factors tend to result in more positive perceptions by the consumer, 

whereas red-shaded factors tend to result in more negative perceptions by the consumer.

HOW GAMERS PERCEIVE SP DLC

For any

well-loved SP 

game, a SP DLC 

release is manna 

to fans

A poorly prepared SP 

DLC release can have 

the opposite effect and 

make consumers feel 

like the publisher is 

making a shameless 

money grab

A thoughtfully 

designed SP DLC 

release builds the 

image that a publisher 

cares about the

buyers of its

games

Competitive Drive

Genuine Enjoyment

Vanity/Pride

Impatience

Compulsion

FOMO
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• Final Fantasy XV’s DLC struggled because the developer didn’t have a clear plan for 

it at the outset and players were confused as to what they could receive

▪ FFXV’s director, Hajime Tabata, had originally announced that three additional pieces of 

content would be coming in 2018

▪ The plan for follow-on content wasn’t clearly outlined and Tabata later changed his tune, 

intimating that there would actually be four add-ons and that not all would be releasing in 

2018

▪ It is evident that Square Enix did not have a clearly outlined DLC plan when releasing 

FFXV, as an in-game survey was included in one of the game’s updates in mid-2017, 

allowing players to cast in their votes on which type of content they would like to see next

▪ In a plan revealed in April 2018, Square Enix announced that there would be four new DLC 

pieces for Final Fantasy XV, which would be released through the summer of 2019

▲ At that time, Square Enix clearly outlined what would be included in those new episodes as well as 

which features would be added

▲ Each additional episode will draw on an alternative reality of the main FFXV storyline

The lack of a clearly outlined plan for follow-on content ultimately hurt DLC sales for Final Fantasy 

XV, an error that Square Enix is attempting to fix with the upcoming episodes for the RPG
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▪ Buyers of the expansion pack were able to download the missions roughly a week prior to those who only purchased the missions

as standalone downloads

▪ Across all three expansions, players were given seven story missions, seven challenges, three new regions (including six new 

provinces and 21 settlements), five new vehicles, three new weapons, and several collectible items

▪ Although the core Just Cause 3 game only received a Metacritic score in the low 70s depending on the platform, the Air, Land and 

Sea expansion pack was seen by many players as a fun way to reinvigorate their game as the new weapons and vehicles could be 

used in the main campaign as well

• On the flip side, the Land, Air, and Sea pack for JC3 was very clear 

about its contents and schedule, and players were much more 

willing to engage with it because they knew what they were getting

▪ The Air, Land and Sea expansion pack came with three different 

missions that could also be purchased separately—Sky Fortress (March 

2016), Land Mech Assault (June 2016) and Bavarium Sea Heist (August 

2016)

▪ When releasing the details on the expansion pack, Square Enix 

disclosed that all three would be available before the end of summer 

2016

A clearly outlined Single Player DLC schedule detailed at the launch of a game can 

increase initial sales of the base game. The more information that can be given, the more 

trust the consumer builds with the publisher. 
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Although single-player gameplay is far from dead, the growing emphasis on 

multiplayer experiences is evidenced by the shift of traditionally single-player 

franchises to multiplayer games such as Fallout with the upcoming Fallout 76 

Action RPG and Call of Duty: Black Ops with Call of Duty: Black Ops 4

The pervasiveness and popularity of multiplayer gameplay can 

reduce publishers’ efforts to expand single-player campaigns, 

which often take a back seat to multiplayer experiences

Players can sometimes feel like these expansions were cut from the main game’s core release

Gamers typically aren’t happy with missions that are locked as pre-order bonuses, as seen with Assassin’s Creed Origins

Releasing a strong single player game is no longer sufficient within the 

context of present-day game consumption and publishers must make strong 

commitments to their post-launch strategy even before the release date

Massive Entertainment plans to draw from the mistakes it made 

on The Division in order to improve on The Division 2—Massive 

focused too heavily on the launch day of The Division and failed 

to prepare a clearly outlined plan for future game content

Marvel’s Spider-Man was released in September 2018, and developer Insomniac is 

planning to release three DLC packs across October, November, and December to 

keep launch players engaged throughout the period

Shadow of the Tomb Raider, which also launched in September 2018, is releasing 7 

single player Challenge Tombs on a monthly basis beginning in October to keep core 

fans engaged well past the holidays

Single player titles that launch in September/October like 

Wolfenstein II often get deeply discounted at retail on 

Black Friday. Offering DLC content as soon as possible 

can help keep players that buy-in at launch engaged and 

give players that buy-in at a deep discount an 

opportunity to put their savings towards extra content



MULTIPLAYER EXPANSIONS
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The Resistance Map Pack for Call of Duty: WWII Battle for Azeroth Expansion for WoW

Forsaken Expansion for Destiny 2

D E F I N I T I O N

Multiplayer expansions 

include additional map packs, 

major world expansions, and 

new PvE raids

R E C E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

Some publishers like EA are shifting away from these expansions towards microtransactions to 

avoid fragmenting their multiplayer bases, but tentpole franchises like Call of Duty, Destiny, and 

World of Warcraft are still supporting this market

Black Ops 4 will no longer sell map packs individually, instead locking them to the Season Pass

Ubisoft announced that it will support The Division 2 with three free DLC packs in the first year 

of the game’s lifecycle to keep its playerbase engaged

Games like Battlefield 1 and Titanfall have given away multiplayer expansions for free later in 

their lifecycle to help revive their playerbases in between launches
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS THAT DRIVE PURCHASES OF MULTIPLAYER EXPANSIONS

Note: Blue-shaded factors tend to result in more positive perceptions by the consumer, 

whereas red-shaded factors tend to result in more negative perceptions by the consumer.

HOW GAMERS PERCEIVE MULTIPLAYER EXPANSIONS

But prior to the trend 

of free MP XPs, 

consumers welcomed 

a well-made MP XP, 

so long as it was 

priced appropriately

Competitive Drive

Genuine Enjoyment

Vanity/Pride

Impatience

Compulsion

FOMO

With a growing list of 

games releasing MP 

XPs for free, the 

consumer perception 

of fee-based MP XPs is 

obviously souring
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• The 14-year old iconic MMO managed to break new records with its seventh expansion pack—Battle for Azeroth 

became the fastest-selling WoW expansion with 3.4 million units sold in the first 24 hours

▪ This new record was set despite the fact that the title only received an 80 Metacritic score, a quality score that sits lower than that of 

all prior expansions

• Blizzard’s new pricing format could be responsible for bringing in new players and lapsed WoW fans

▪ Blizzard changed its pricing structure this year by getting rid of the Battle Chest and lowering the barrier to entry for new WoW players

▲ In the old system, newcomers had to purchase the Battle Chest, which included the base game as well as all expansions, and also pay a 

$14.99 monthly subscription fee

▲ Through a Battle for Azeroth pre-patch, Blizzard changed the system whereby anyone who wants to jump into the game just needs to pay 

the $14.99 monthly subscription in order to play up to the Legion expansion pass and then separately purchase Battle for Azeroth for 

$49.99

▪ Higher-than-usual Day One sales could also be partially linked to freebies that were granted to pre-orders

▲ Pre-ordering Battle for Azeroth gave purchasers a character boost to level 110, a boost that Blizzard usually charges $60 for

• Expansion packs have been a great way for Blizzard to keep players engaged for more than a decade but past failures 

have demonstrated that these new content releases need to be accompanied by constant updates

▪ Warlords of Draenor disappointed WoW players due to its lack of updates and endgame content. As a result, the number of WoW 

subscribers plummeted from 10 million to 6 million.

▪ Although Blizzard originally planned on releasing yearly expansions for the MMO, the company quickly realized that more time was

required between launches to allow developers to craft a new game that has the capability of keeping players engaged over many 

months
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• One of the aspects that has allowed Blizzard to continually release new expansions rather than a rebooted “World 

of Warcraft 2” is due to the developer’s ability to update the game engine over time

▪ WoW players tend to agree that Blizzard has managed to keep the heart of the game with each new iteration of the game while 

still updating and improving the visuals and mechanics of the game

▪ The painterly visuals of new Battle for Azeroth expansion do not bare the resemblance of a 14-year old game as the graphics 

engine has evolved over the years

Battle for Azeroth screenshot of Zuldazar zoneScreenshot from Vanilla WoW (in closed beta)
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• Destiny 1, which originally released in September 2014, had 4 expansions over its 

lifespan before Bungie shifted over to Destiny 2 three years later:

▪ The Dark Below – Dec. 2014

▪ House of Wolves – May 2015

▪ The Taken King – Sept. 2015

▪ Rise of Iron – Sept. 2016

• The third expansion, The Taken King, is widely regarded as having improved some 

core gameplay issues, including streamlines to its progression, reputation, currency, 

and weapon balancing systems

▪ The expansion also marked a better focus on the game’s story and shift to an event-based 

model

• Up until that point, players were struggling with the title’s endgame and engagement was suffering due to the issues 

with those systems, but the improvements helped bring some players back into the fold

▪ So far Bungie has also reportedly executed much better on incorporating player feedback with their Destiny 2 expansions, having 

learned lessons from Destiny 1

Quality of life improvements should ideally be patched in throughout a game’s lifecycle, but 

developers have to be particularly mindful of legacy gameplay issues when releasing new 

expansions as this is an important time to re-engage with lapsed players
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• Ubisoft has been moving toward providing free DLC for its 

multiplayer games, and upcoming The Division 2 is no exception 

with Ubisoft offering 3 free multiplayer DLC packs in its first year

• The publisher’s rationale is that regular planned content drops 

help keep players engaged longer, and the higher engagement 

allows the company to more easily recoup costs through a live 

ops/MTX model instead

▪ Furthermore, the goodwill generated by the free content encourages 

fans to spread positive word-of-mouth and grow the playerbase

▪ This subsequently expands the reach of MTX and Ubisoft claims that 

the bigger funnel offsets a perceived loss from DLC sales

• This approach for The Division 2 aligns with the lessons learned 

from the original The Division, where the developers saw player 

sentiment drop off quickly after launch due to bugs, toxic 

behavior, an unclear development path, and a lack of a 

meaningful endgame

▪ Ubisoft found that continuing to support the game, addressing player 

concerns, and being transparent about their development path with 

each update helped to bring in more players and eventually improve 

monetization
Note: Each chart has a different time horizon

Source: Ubisoft E3 2018 Investor Day Booklet

Ubi claims that they began to restore trust with 

their players around Patch 1.4 thanks to quality 

improvements and a revamped endgame

2016 2017 2018

The Division – Ubisoft Internal Player Sentiment Tracker

The Division – Redacted ARPU Growth
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Premium-priced multiplayer expansions can be lucrative, but can also split a playerbase and make the game less engaging for 

non-spenders in later stages

Adding expansions year after year rather than rebooting can make a game increasingly complex and make it more challenging 

and intimidating for new players

There has to be a balance here for players that aren’t going to 

convert to DLC buyers, as they keep the playerbase active and 

thereby expand the overall funnel

Content drops need to be communicated clearly by developers and offer enough content to keep players engaged in timely intervals

However, nine women can’t make a baby in a month—rushing development time by adding more resources in order to release yearly 

expansions rarely works. Skipping years between expansions can translate into better games and sustained player engagement; 

franchises with yearly expansions are more susceptible to running out of breath, not to mention the risk of inspiring franchise fatigue.

IDG feels that players now expect publishers to not split 

playerbases and focus more on multiplayer live ops going forward



SEASON PASS
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D E F I N I T I O N

Grants access to a set number or series of DLC for a game before/as they are released

Season Passes can be for either single player or multiplayer DLC content

R E C E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

The past 2 years have seen the Season Pass become increasingly 

prevalent as this DLC scheme was seen as having the potential to be 

win-win for both the publisher and consumer—the publisher would gain 

commitments to its planned DLC release upfront, while the purchaser 

was often rewarded with a slight discount to the price of purchasing the 

DLCs individually

Even Nintendo, one of the most reluctant publishers to join the DLC 

economy, released a Season Pass for The Legend of Zelda: Breath of 

the WildBlack Ops Pass for Call of Duty: Black Ops 4
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS THAT DRIVE PURCHASES OF SEASON PASSES

Note: Blue-shaded factors tend to result in more positive perceptions by the consumer, 

whereas red-shaded factors tend to result in more negative perceptions by the consumer.

HOW GAMERS PERCEIVE SEASON PASSES

Many gamers see the 

Season Pass as a risk 

and know there are more 

economical ways to gain 

access to a game and all 

its DLC content (e.g. 

waiting for the GOTY 

edition) Season Passes for 

multiplayer games, 

as with MP XPs, are 

beginning to gain a 

negative perception, as 

gamers feel they 

fragment the 

playerbase
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• With 2018’s iteration of the Call of Duty franchise, Black Ops 4, Activision Blizzard made the decision to include all DLC 

content within a $40 Season Pass without the option to purchase map pack DLC individually as in the past

▪ What made consumers feel particularly sore about this change was the fact that the base game would be replacing its 

traditional single player campaign with a multiplayer Battle Royale mode—meaning 0% of consumers could play BO4 without 

spending additional money (on a PS+ or XBLG subscription) to play it, making the game a more expensive proposition even 

without its $40 add-on option

▪ Further muddying the waters is the fact that Activision Blizzard has chosen to emphasize that there will be an additional 12 

maps released to Season Pass buyers, while not unveiling how many maps would be included in the base game to begin with

• When ignoring the consumer-facing aspect of it, this is a decision that makes strategic sense

▪ Chances are, the percentage of players who purchased map packs individually was small compared to those who purchased 

them as bundles, so while the change might feel offensive in theory, it would only affect a small percentage of players

▪ Furthermore, giving players just two options (base game vs. base game + Season Pass) creates smaller fragments of the 

playerbase than would be the case if map packs could be purchased individually

• However, in light of the fact that most of the industry is moving toward free map packs in order to NOT fragment its 

playerbase, Activision Blizzard’s decision to go in the opposite direction is clearly problematic

• This type of consumer-unfriendly decision is only feasible because Call of Duty is a top-tier AAA franchise, but for publishers 

who wish their games to obtain/maintain that kind of first-class status among gamers, a more consumer-friendly approach 

would be advisable

The Season Pass model is waning in use for major multiplayer games, but franchises that 

have stable audiences still find it an effective post-launch scheme
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• Destiny 2’s first post-release content pieces were discrete expansion packs with Curse of Osiris, Warmind and Forsaken, but in the game’s second 

year, Bungie is changing the recipe and releasing an annual pass

• The annual pass, priced at $34.99 (or $69.99 bundled with the Forsaken expansion) gives buyers access to three premium content releases over a 

12-month period—Black Armory in winter 2018, Joker’s Wild in spring 2019 and Penumbra in summer 2019

• Although the details of this new content are still nebulous, Bungie did declare that it 

would focus on new endgame challenges, gear and items to earn and collect, 

rather than on traditional story-based DLC with new cinematics

• Although some content will be exclusive to its annual pass buyers, Bungie also 

promised to continue adding free updates to the core Destiny 2 game for all players

• This new format of releases will allow Bungie to bring in additional money into the 

game without alienating existing players

• One of the motivations behind Bungie’s season pass stems from criticism of the 

original Destiny’s post-release content, which wasn’t made available at a rate fast 

enough to satisfy Destiny gamers

▪ In the new annual pass calendar, seasons will be broken up into 3-month 

periods with new events, modes and challenges dropping on a monthly basis

▪ Although the details of each update have not been revealed, Bungie’s set 

roadmap demonstrates the developer’s dedication to produce follow-on content 

for Destiny 2 and has restored confidence in Destiny gamers who can look 

forward to new content for at least the coming year

After being criticized for the lack of compelling follow-on content in Destiny 1, Bungie changed its expansion 

pack recipe in Destiny 2 with a clearly outlined plan and an annual pass promising regular content drops

List of content drops for purchasers and

non-purchasers of Destiny 2’s annual pass
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• Rather than appearing like a money-grab, Bungie’s post-launch content plan attempts to entice 

players to spend money because they want to, rather than because they have to

▪ Sales of the annual pass will reveal whether or not this tactic is successful at feeling like it is rewarding those 

who spend rather than penalizing those who don’t

• However, some have criticized that fact that a purchase of Curse of Osiris and Warmind are required 

in order to play Forsaken

▪ Furthermore, Forsaken is necessary in order to access all content from the annual pass and some of the free 

content that will be released in the coming year

▪ Although in both cases, prior content needs to be purchased in order to unlock future content, critics have 

been more vocal about the former prerequisite as the Curse of Osiris and Warmind expansions were a critical 

disappointment, while Forsaken is being praised as the “Taken King” of Destiny 2

▲ Destiny 2: Curse of Osiris and Destiny 2: Warmind received 57-61 and 61-68 Metacritic scores depending on the platform

▲ On the other hand, Destiny 2: Forsaken has received a Metacritic score of 82 on PS4 and 86 on Xbox One

Introducing new post-launch strategies can require fine-tuning and isn’t always an instant 

win with players as demonstrated with the critics of Bungie’s plan to require a purchase of 

previous expansions in order to play Forsaken
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• Assassin’s Creed: Origins is a good example of a Season Pass executed well

▪ Purchase of the base game offered gamers 25-50 hours of gameplay (depending on the level of one’s 

thoroughness, based on howlongtobeat.com)—this reduced the likelihood of consumers claiming that the 

main game did not deliver enough value, or that content was deliberately left out of the main game in order to 

be sold as DLC at a later date

▪ The Season Pass, priced at $40, offered 15-20 hours of additional content along with other exclusive in-game 

items. While this does not work out to as much bang for one’s buck as the base game, the fact that the $40 

price point presented a slight discount versus purchasing each of the Season Pass DLC packs individually 

probably helped make it more palatable to consumers.

▪ The more price-sensitive or content-particular consumer had the option to purchase each component of the 

Season Pass individually

▪ In addition, not all post-launch content was behind a paywall; the game received free post-launch content as 

well, including a new quest which was cleverly timed to release alongside one of the Season Pass DLC 

packs—this worked to draw gamers back to the game and the free content was thematically designed to 

attract purchases of the new DLC pack

A strong focus on delivering value resonates well with today’s “woke” gamers. 

It can improve customer goodwill and even drive sales.
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Players who purchase a season pass are given access to more content, but if only a fraction of the playerbase

makes the additional purchase then these paying customers are actually at a disadvantage since most of the 

playerbase won’t have access to the additional maps

The more limited season pass gaming population also runs the risk of being further partitioned when play 

sessions of season pass holders are divided into various play modes, regions, platforms, etc.

The success of season passes depends on gamers’ trust that the publisher will follow through with high-quality updates; some players 

can be reticent to expend a substantial sum of money on content that has yet to be released

Publishers risk fragmenting 

their playerbase by offering 

a season pass in 

multiplayer games

Season Passes may be more suitable for single player games, rather than multiplayer games, since there is no risk of player fragmentation

Gamers should be given the option to purchase the various contents in the Season Pass individually, yet the Season Pass should afford 

some savings versus making individual purchases

Publishers should not consider the game’s initial launch period as the only window within which to sell the Season Pass or its contents; DLC 

purchases can be driven with the release of free content that segues thematically into the contents of paid DLC

Although not a risk to all players, one of the dangers of Games-as-a-Service lies in the perennial nature 

of the game—while single-player games have a finite mission and predetermined story arc, similarly to 

the way a movie or book are scripted, GaaS can become addictive to some

The World Health Organization 

recently added gaming addiction 

to its list of recognized disorders
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D E F I N I T I O N

Sometimes referred to as a “Battle Pass,” these passes are not to be confused with Season Passes

R E C E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

Progression Passes evolved from Valve’s Compendiums for its Dota 2 The International tournaments

More recently, Fortnite brought mainstream attention to Progression Passes when it began 

implementing seasonal Battle Passes, purchasable via its in-game currency called Vbucks

Shortly afterward, PUBG Mobile became the first

mobile title to be given a Progression Pass

The rewards unlocked at every level are usually revealed in detail at the launch of the 

Pass, so players are able to see exactly what items they can earn and how many levels 

they’ll need to unlock a particular reward

In other words, there’s no risk to the consumer prior to purchase, excepting the possibility 

that the player may not be able to invest all the hours needed to unlock every level

Rather than giving players access to new maps/storylines, 

Progression Passes offer players an exclusive series of goals 

or challenges, the completion of which earns battle points to 

level up their passes, which in turn unlocks achievements / 

trophies / skins / items / skills that are exclusive to Pass holders

PUBG’s Sanhok Event Pass

Fortnite’s Season 6 Battle Pass

Progression Passes have generally only been implemented in F2P games, but Rocket 

League is the first premium-priced game to introduce one, albeit the game offers both 

free and paid versions of its Rocket Pass
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS THAT DRIVE PURCHASES OF PROGRESSION PASSES

Note: Blue-shaded factors tend to result in more positive perceptions by the consumer, 

whereas red-shaded factors tend to result in more negative perceptions by the consumer.

HOW GAMERS PERCEIVE PROGRESSION PASSES

Perception of 

Progression Passes 

thus far is generally 

positive, as they are 

usually priced 

moderately and offered 

only in F2P games

However, they are 

also newer concepts 

and not as widely 

implemented within 

games, so consumer 

perception will 

naturally be less 

varied at this early 

stage

Competitive Drive

Genuine Enjoyment

Vanity/Pride

Impatience

Compulsion

FOMO
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• Valve originated the Progression Pass with the Compendiums for Dota 2’s The International esports 

tournaments

▪ The original Compendium, released for The 2013 International tournament, was different from the 

Progression Pass as we know it today; it basically began as a gamified interactive tournament tracking wiki 

with bonuses for its purchasers based on the aggregated sales of the Compendium itself

▪ Each year, the Compendiums evolved a bit, with Valve adding more complexity vis-à-vis rewards and leveling 

bonuses

▪ In 2015, Valve began releasing Compendiums seasonally rather than annually
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The International Compendium/Battle Pass Revenue▪ In 2016, Valve officially changed the name of the 

Compendium to “Battle Pass” and introduced the 

concept of leveling up the pass individually with 

battle points to unlock rewards, all of which could be 

earned by completing specific missions and 

quests—these rewards replaced the stretch goal 

rewards based on aggregated sales

▪ In 2018, The International 2018 Battle Pass 

generated nearly $100 million in revenue, with 25% 

of that going towards the tournament prize pool
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• The success of Fortnite’s Battle Pass has become the interest of many publishers looking 

into post-launch monetization strategies

▪ The basic Battle Pass costs about $10 (or $25 for the Battle Bundle) and each season lasts about 2 

months

▪ Channel checks indicate that the Battle Pass is seeing conversion rates between 30-40%, 

practically unheard of in free-to-play games and indicates that purchasers represent a very diverse 

playerbase and not just whales

• Battle Pass is tied into Fortnite’s core loop, designed from the start to promote retention 

with daily activity

▪ It can only be purchased via in-game currency (Vbucks), and the Passes themselves provide 

gamers with opportunities to earn more Vbucks—enough to purchase the next season’s Battle Pass 

for the dedicated player 

▪ Thus, players are encouraged to invest once in the series and remain engaged for the long-term, 

potentially leading to other monetization opportunities outside of the Battle Passes

▪ If many Battle Pass repeat-purchasers are using their prior Pass-earned Vbucks to purchase the 

next season’s Pass, it would explain why some firms estimate Fortnite’s revenue growth to have 

slowed in recent months

▪ Considering Fortnite’s engagement, monetization, and revenue levels are estimated to be off-the-

charts, even if the game continued its self-sustaining Battle Pass strategy and only maintained 

revenue levels over the next few years—rather than grow them—this would still be an impressive 

boon for Epic
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• Fortnite’s revenues are primarily driven by the option to cosmetically customize one’s avatar, but 

monetizing with cosmetics alone may not work well for every game

▪ The content can become very expensive and hard to maintain

▪ A game may have certain restrictions based on what IP it has or setting it takes place in

▲ EA claimed that cosmetics wouldn’t work for Battlefront II because it wouldn’t fit with the Star Wars IP

▲ Fans are pushing back on some of the customization options in Battlefield V because it can detract from an authentic 

WWII experience 

• The Battle Pass gets around these two points for a couple reasons

▪ Each season’s battle pass introduces a suite of content tied around a certain theme

▲ Epic is able to reduce the cost of producing this content by rotating Battle Pass goods from each season so that some 

of the content can be reused and tailored towards the theme of another season

▪ Fortnite is essentially a sandbox, so there really aren’t any restrictions on what they can put in

▲ Epic is actively tapping into any kind of momentum they see online to design content, using resources like Google 

Trends

Progression passes for a F2P game can be a conduit to other monetization opportunities 

because they increase player engagement significantly, so pricing them reasonably and 

offering a solid value is key
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• Bluehole launched PUBG’s first Event Pass for PC on June 22, 2018 along with a new 

map, entitled Sanhok

▪ Similar to Fortnite’s Battle Pass, the Event Pass allowed players to level up and unlock rewards

▪ While the regular Event Pass was free to all players, the Premium Pass retailed for $9.99 and 

allowed players to level up faster and collect a larger number of rewards during the 4-week period

▪ Buyers of the Premium Event Pass could reach level 30, while others could only reach level 20

• A large number of players were unhappy about the way PUBG Corp rolled out the event 

pass and incorporated trial items into the Sanhok event

▪ Non-paying players were estimated to have to play 6-8 hours per day during the entire 29-day 

period to reach their level 20 cap, which was unrealistic by any means

▪ A number of the event’s challenges suffered from bugs or were unclear to players

▪ Seven out of the 24 cosmetic items that could be earned during the event would only be available 

during the event period unless they were purchased again in the marketplace

Steam review histogram for PUBG at the 

beginning of Sanhok event

▪ Players originally had to register 5 minutes of being alive in the game to earn XP, which antagonized players that liked to “hot

drop” into the map (land into known hot zones, try to get as many kills as possible, but likely die very fast)

Progression passes should be introduced into multiplayer environments without antagonizing 

non-spenders, providing a reasonable amount of time to earn XP/rewards, and 

accommodating the various playstyles of the playerbase
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If purchasers are given a clear competitive advantage in gameplay, then non-spenders are 

antagonized and ultimately the audience as a whole suffers

This is becoming increasingly important as publishers look away from solely monetizing 

off “whales,” as that model entails a big operational risk by focusing on too narrow of a 

playerbase

It needs to be 

implemented in a way 

that makes sense for 

each game:

The season or event should last long enough where the passes can yield compelling rewards for both Pass purchasers and 

non-purchasers alike

Challenges should reward different kinds of playstyles, taking care not to negatively impact any style that isn’t deemed toxic

Rewards in the form of cosmetic virtual goods need to feel appropriate for the game’s setting

Revealing a detailed roadmap of the Progression Passes contents engenders goodwill and trust between the player and publisher

Progression passes are better suited for F2P games; premium games that add a progression pass should consider offering a free version of 

the pass. Even a free pass can work to heighten player engagement, resulting in other monetization opportunities down the road. 

If implemented haphazardly, Progression Passes can 

form a clear rift in a game’s playerbase

Progression passes can enable an opportunity for light touch 

monetization at an affordable rate for a large player base
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Jailbreak 

game mode in 

Roblox

Created by 

Badimo

Nuka-Cola Cherry Paint in Fallout 4; created by Skibadaa

Pekno music and

Anti-Hybrid Propaganda 

art projects for Beyond 

Good & Evil 2, 

coordinated by HitRecord

R E C E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

Ubisoft partnered with creator network HitRecord to include original content in 

Beyond Good & Evil 2

Roblox said that its creator network is expected to double in participants and 

creator payouts in 2018 over 2017

Bethesda started Bethesda Creation Club, a program for creators to monetize 

UGC content in Fallout 4 and Skyrim: Special Edition

This has historically included 

mods, but it is also bleeding into 

other forms including maps, 

game modes, music, etc.

D E F I N I T I O N
Any in-game content that is created by players 

rather than the game’s original developers and 

that can be distributed to other players via file 

sharing or official distribution
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS THAT DRIVE PURCHASES OF UGC

Note: Blue-shaded factors tend to result in more positive perceptions by the consumer, 

whereas red-shaded factors tend to result in more negative perceptions by the consumer.

HOW GAMERS PERCEIVE UGC

UGC is perceived to 

increase the value of a 

game by adding new 

content, as well as 

giving budding 

developers a launching 

point for a career in 

game design

When the quality of 

UGC is high 

enough, gamers are 

happy to spend 

money on it

The only negative 

angle is when a 

game sees an 

abundance of poor 

quality UGC

Competitive Drive

Genuine Enjoyment

Vanity/Pride

Impatience

Compulsion

FOMO
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• Bethesda and Valve famously tried to monetize UGC through “paid mods” on Steam Workshop with 

Skyrim, but the program was shuttered in a matter of days following resounding backlash from the 

PC gaming community, with concerns including:

▪ Economics: Steep economic terms set to give 75% of all revenue in favor of Valve and Bethesda in a 

traditional platform + publishing deal, when realistically the companies were just operating as platform holders 

in the arrangement

▪ Politics: Modding culture embraced collaboration and use of other’s works, but creating financial incentives 

meant collaboration would be less likely and would create motives to stealing credit for another’s work

▪ Culture: Fear that the modding community would break away from its hobbyist culture

▪ Ongoing Support: Perceived expectations that a paid mod would have to be continually supported 

throughout a game’s lifecycle, when there was previously no obligation for modders to do so

▪ Copyrights: Mods based off of copyrighted works would be at risk of increased scrutiny with an economy 

surrounding it

Introducing economic structures around UGC should be done with very careful planning, 

thorough knowledge of the modding community, as well as with feedback from the community 

itself, as economic incentives tend to go against the spirit of modding in the first place
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• Though the original program for Skyrim failed quickly, Bethesda committed to giving 

creators the opportunity to monetize UGC content through its Creation Club program for 

Fallout 4 and Skyrim Special Edition

▪ Bethesda reached out to top mod creators and invited others to apply to the program, paying 

them throughout the process and treating creators more as independent contractors rather than 

creating an open market

▪ In this model, Bethesda is able to support creators that choose to create UGC as a living rather 

than just as a hobby but also fairly takes on the risk of approving, supporting, and professionally 

publishing the mods

▪ The professional touches also enable Bethesda to distribute the content on traditionally walled 

gardens like console platforms

This is still an emerging territory for publishers and modding culture has traditionally kept UGC a free 

and open environment, but partnering with select modders and offering a fair balance of risk 

assumption and economic terms can create a tenable market for publishers and creators alike
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• Roblox (the company) announced that it is expecting to pay 

out $70 million to creators in Roblox (the game) in 2018, over 

2x the amount paid out in 2017

▪ The company credited the growth in revenue to its growing 

community of teens and young adults, with creators in the game 

now numbering over 4 million (also over 2x growth year-over-year)

• The free-to-play Minecraft competitor is a prime example as to 

why this monetization scheme resonates particularly well with 

Sandbox games

▪ The game already tends to attract players that are looking for an 

outlet to express their own creativity

▪ Offering a platform to distribute and share their UGC encourages 

more people to play, create, and seek out unique experiences 

created by other players

Roblox is finding success here because the sandbox game’s audience was already a natural fit for 

UGC, the company incentivized creators to produce high quality content through revenue sharing, 

and top tier experiences are promoted to players in the game’s market or on YouTube/Twitch
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HitRecord announced that it earmarked $50,000 to pay creators for its collaboration on Ubisoft’s Beyond Good & Evil 2, 

but later clarified that creators would only get paid if their work made it into the final product or influenced its direction

Critics compared this to the exploitive practice of “spec work,” in which professionals work for free and compete in hopes 

of getting paid later. HitRecord founder Joseph Gordon-Levitt came out to refute this comparison, claiming that the 

platform encourages collaboration over anything else.

Monetizing UGC can sometimes 

be seen as exploitation of a 

community of creators

The power of the community can be a difficult force to channel in an effective manner, especially if the marketplace for UGC is left widely 

unregulated

UGC initiatives typically seem to be a plus in terms of marketing as it gathers community involvement and discourse around the game, but 

proper moderation of content, risk assumption, and fair revenue sharing needs to be put in place

This scheme works best for Sandbox-style games that already encourage player creativity like LittleBigPlanet, Dreams, and Minecraft, 

assuming fair terms can be established with the creators
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F2P Cross-Platform Title - Fortnite

R E C E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

Nintendo’s premium-priced mobile title Super Mario Run underperformed due 

in part to intense competition from high-quality free-to-play games, and it is 

unclear if the company will try premium mobile again

PlayStation executives said they are looking to further support free-to-play 

console titles following success from Fortnite

D E F I N I T I O N

Games that are free to download and 

exclusively monetize on post-launch 

sales or advertising

F2P PC Title - Dota 2

Blizzard announced that StarCraft II would adopt the free-to-play model starting in November 2018

A number of premium Western titles have launched free-to-play versions in China, including CS:GO, Minecraft, FIFA and Rocket League

F2P Mobile 

Title - Clash 

of Clans
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• Digital Extreme’s free-to-play shooter Warframe has gained considerable traction since launching on PC in March 

2013 (and later on console), primarily thanks to word-of-mouth

▪ The game was not an immediate hit by any means, but the developers were able to engage with core fans early, listen to their 

feedback, improve gameplay mechanics, and release new content to make the game more compelling and approachable for new 

players and veterans alike
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• Players generally praise the game for its level of 

polish, deep controls, and consumer-friendly 

approach to microtransactions

• Grind is an important aspect of the game as it is a 

loot shooter akin to Destiny, but players are 

generally more accepting of the grind since it is F2P

• It monetizes from cosmetics and expanded weapon 

slots purchasable with VC

▪ There’s even a market for UGC called TennoGen

▪ The company briefly tried gacha mechanics, but 

removed them as the devs were uncomfortable it

Grind is more accepted in free-to-play games and if it is implemented correctly alongside 

compelling live ops, then it can enable players to engage with a game for a long lifespan
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• Wargaming’s World of Tanks is a strong free-to-play title that is able to reach a global playerbase, with particular 

strength in both North America and Russia/Eastern Europe

▪ The diverse playerbase is thanks in part to a game engine that can scale quality up for high-end PCs but also scale-down for 

very low-spec machines, which are important for some of the title’s core audience in places like Russia and China

• In 2013, Wargaming representatives announced they were abandoning “pay-to-win” mechanics in the game

▪ Premium ammo, cosmetics, and consumables were made available for all players that earned credits via traditional gameplay

▪ The premium currency, Gold, was also made earnable through certain gameplay modes

▪ Most premium tanks are generally comparable in strength to normal free tanks, though there have been some exceptions

• Grind is still a core facet of the game and its monetization, as with most free-to-play games

▪ The game’s core loop drives players to grind so they can progress and be able to afford different tanks, ships, and heroes

▪ Premium accounts in WoT grant players boosters and enable faster progression to more easily earn these items

▪ This wouldn’t be as acceptable if the title was premium-priced, but players defend the game’s balance as it still requires skill to 

win and say the monetization mechanics are more akin to “pay-to-avoid-grinding” than “pay-to-win”

Cosmetics alone can’t support every free-to-play game, especially ones that have to operate with 

some degree of authenticity in a historical setting, but other forms of monetization that give players in-

game benefits have to be balanced so as not to harm the core of competitive play
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• With only 1% of mobile revenues being generated by paid 

games and ~86% from in-app purchases in free-to-play 

games (with the remaining 13% coming from advertising and 

subscriptions), it is evident that most mobile games fare 

better with a free-to-play monetization model

• Some publishers have bet on the strength of their brands to 

establish themselves as “the big fish in the small pond” of 

paid mobile apps

Even highly reviewed games featuring strong IPs from top-tier publishers are failing to find success 

in the premium-priced mobile games space, and interest from mobile publishers to try to make it 

work is drying up

• However, even Nintendo failed to flourish in the premium-priced mobile games space with its Super Mario Run side-

scroller, which was priced at $9.99

• More recently, Square Enix announced in June that its Montreal studio would be discontinuing its GO series of games 

and instead focusing on its free-to-play games from the same franchises, including Lara Croft: Relic Run

• Although the GO titles were well received by Square Enix fans, and each hit over 4.5/5 stars in the App Store and 

Google Play, the games are struggling to compete in a F2P-dominant world and can now be found at a steep discount
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This monetization scheme hinges on gaining a critical mass of players to become sustainable

There is already a saturation of high-quality free-to-play titles on platforms like mobile, making this a harder market to penetrate

However, the line between egregious “pay-to-win” mechanics and acceptable forms of 

monetization are blurrier than in most premium-priced games, as grind is generally more 

accepted/expected with F2P

As F2P games monetize exclusively off of post-

launch sales, most of IDG’s best practices from the 

main section of this report still apply here

Smaller titles can focus on monetizing off whales alone, but publishers with major F2P titles need to look for monetization mechanics that 

can bring in more casual and mid-core spenders to reduce risk, like Fortnite’s Battle Pass (see pages 65-66)

If the setting/genre of the game can support it, then prioritize monetization of cosmetics and quality-of-life aspects in the game wherever 

possible

If cosmetics alone can’t support the game, then mechanics that monetize progression still need to be balanced so as not to disrupt 

competitive play
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Square Enix’s Final 

Fantasy XIV Online

Blizzard’s

World of Warcraft

Ahead of the Battle for Azeroth expansion, World of Warcraft

added all previous expansions to the game with its 

subscription service, see pages 48-49

D E F I N I T I O N

A game that requires a monthly subscription to play, most popular 

with MMO games on PC

This is not to be confused with a subscription access service like 

Xbox Game Pass, that allows players to access multiple games

This strategy appears to have paid off, as the Battle for 

Azeroth expansion was reported to be the fastest-selling 

WoW expansion to date

On mobile, app stores have begun to offer reduced platform 

fees for subscriptions (from 30% to 15% on iOS) as the 

platform holders recognize the value of having recurring 

income for the platform and developers alike
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• BioWare released their MMORPG on PC in 

December 2011 with a $14.99 monthly fee

▪ The title had a strong launch, reaching 1.7 million 

subscribers by February 2012, but the 

playerbase dropped off precipitously soon after

• In August 2012, EA announced it was preparing 

to open the game up with a free-to-play tier to 

make it more accessible

▪ At that point the subscriber base had fallen 

below 1 million, with EA claiming it needed to 

retain ~500K subscribers to breakeven
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▪ The limited F2P tier debuted in November 2012, with EA supplementing subscriber revenue with the 

introduction of a new premium virtual currency, Cartel Coins

• Adopting the hybrid model ultimately paid off instead of sticking with subscription alone

▪ As of May 2013, The Old Republic was reported to have stabilized its declining subscriber base at just under 

500K with monthly average revenue having doubled since the free-to-play tier debuted in November 2012
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• EVE Online, the MMO space exploration and piracy game from CCP Games, operated solely with a 

subscription tier from 2003 until 2016 before opening up a free-to-play tier

▪ The title reached a peak subscriber count of over 500,000 players in 2013, but CCP has since stopped 

sharing subscriber counts

• The subscription costs approximately $15 per month, but players can also pay for their subscription 

with a virtual currency known as PLEX that can be earned via gameplay
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• It is likely that EVE Online’s subscriber base 

had declined considerably after its peak in 

2013, and the introduction of a free-to-play 

tier made it more approachable for 

newcomers to the already complex title

• Moreover, the flexibility of opening a free-to-

play tier has allowed CCP to better monetize 

via virtual good sales, an area that the 

company had struggled with introducing due 

to its complex economy
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Starting a game off as subscription-based and then trying to adopt a free-

to-play tier later is difficult to do these days, as free-to-play games are 

generally built from the ground up to be tailored to that model

The model hinges on having a compelling flow of content to keep subscribers engaged for a long lifecycle, but adding complexity to a game as 

it ages can also make it less welcoming to newcomers

The bottom line is that the F2P model is tough to compete 

with, and it is likely that only entrenched MMO incumbents 

will be able to sustain the subscription model

Instead of going with subscription-based alone, look at hybrid business models like having a free-to-play tier that can help introduce players to 

your game

Another alternative could be to offer a free-to-play game with an in-game subscription as seen with Dota 2

Hybrid free-paid subscription models can cause friction among players if the play styles of the two pools of players are too different, 

especially when introducing a free model many years after the paid subscriber base has become set in their ways. 
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Telltale’s The Walking Dead – Season 4

Life Is Strange – Episode 1: Chrysalis

Telltale’s Tales From 

The Borderlands

R E C E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

Developer IO Interactive pursued the model for Hitman (2016), but is abandoning it in 

favor of a full game release for Hitman 2

Developer MercurySteam released Raiders of the Broken Planet as an episodic title, but 

later switched to the free-to-play model as even low price points likely fragmented the 

playerbase

Ubisoft announced that the post-launch content for Assassin’s Creed Odyssey will be 

released in an episodic format

Telltale, the developer behind well-regarded episodic games like The Walking Dead and 

Tales From the Borderlands, has gone bankrupt, shut down the majority of its studio, and 

will soon dissolve completely once present obligations are fulfilled

D E F I N I T I O N

Games released in short installments as part of a larger series
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• IO Interactive released Hitman in 2016 in an episodic 

format, with the intention to continue expanding on the 

game with more episodes for the foreseeable future; but the 

developer has since changed its tune and now plans to 

release Hitman 2 in a full premium-priced format

• Reasons for this change include:

▪ The majority of Hitman’s revenue came from full game sales 

rather than individual episodes or upgrades

Episode 1: 
Paris

Episode 2: 
Sapienza

Episode 3: 
Marrakesh

Bonus 
Episode*

Episode 4: 
Bangkok

Episode 5: 
Colorado

Episode 6: 
Hokkaido

Hitman Season 1 Episodes - Release Timeline

*Bonus Episode had remastered missions, but didn’t feature a new map

▪ Fans of the franchise weren’t clear on how the series had 

changed

▪ Players were also frustrated that there was a major gap in 

between main episodes halfway through the season

The episodic format ultimately has to fit with 

the audience’s expectations for the game, 

but Hitman proved to be too core of a 

franchise to fit with this mold
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• The episodic format has generally worked better for shorter, 

story-driven experiences like 2015’s Life Is Strange from 

French developer Dontnod Entertainment

• The title is focused on a young adult looking to prevent a 

catastrophe in her town in the Pacific Northwest. It received an 

85/100 Metacritic score on console, with reviewers generally 

praising the game’s character development, time travel 

mechanics, and tackling of taboo subjects.

While not every game can be deconstructed into an episodic format, it 

can be very effective for single-player games that are more about 

telling a story or unfolding a mystery

▪ These mechanics worked well in the episodic format, because it gave players the opportunity to play a short 

experience in a number of different ways while they worked to unravel a mystery with each episode

• The title has reportedly been purchased by 3 million unique players since launching in January 2015, 

with a sequel, Life Is Strange 2, having debuted in September 2018

Main characters Max (left) and Chloe (right) from Life Is Strange
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• Ubisoft is taking an episodic, story-based approach to its post-launch content 

for Assassin’s Creed Odyssey

▪ There will be two separate story arcs, consisting of three episodes each released 

six weeks apart

▪ All content will be playable with the Season Pass

▪ Ubisoft is supporting the game with free story content as well as daily and weekly 

challenges in-between each premium episodic content drop

• The company’s risk in adopting the episodic model here is mitigated as it is 

just for post-launch content rather than the core game

▪ The content is exclusive to the Season Pass

▪ It is clear what players are getting

▪ Each Arc is being positioned as playable in pieces or in-full after each third episode 

drops

Ubisoft’s plans fit with IDG’s thesis that episodic content works 

best for story-driven games, but it remains yet to be seen whether 

this will keep players engaged throughout Odyssey’s lifecycle or if 

players will overwhelmingly prefer to play the content in full
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This can be positive when players are looking to more thoroughly savor the game

However, some players find it frustrating if they feel the publisher is arbitrarily breaking up the 

game into incomplete moments

Players generally feel episodic content 

slows the pace of the overall experience

Other episodic games that have had long delays have left a bad taste in the mouths of many consumers (looking at you Half-Life 2: Episode 3)

Tailor games from the ground up for the episodic structure, incorporating hooks and compelling content to give players a reason to return 

for each episode

Focus on single-player, story-driven experiences, as other genres generally have not translated well to the release structure

Don’t attempt the format if there is a risk the episodes can’t be released in a timely format
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Rewarded Video Ad 

in a Mobile Game

Playable Ad in 

a Mobile Game

R E C E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

Mobile games are implementing various practices to drive stronger engagement and viewership of ads, including:

D E F I N I T I O N

Sponsored content in a game including product placement, banner ads, videos, etc.

This is most often seen in free-to-play mobile games

Interstitial Ads – Full screen ads that are 

presented to players at strategic points of 

gameplay like pauses in-between levels

Rewarded Video Ads – Ads that 

give players in-game rewards to 

watch an ad to completion

Playable Ads – Ads typically for another 

game that allow players to demo a small 

piece of the sponsored game

In emerging markets like India where the market for in-app payments aren’t as 

strong, advertising can sometimes be used as the primary source of revenue for a 

game
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• Emerging mobile markets like India have relatively weak revenue 

from in-app purchases due to poor penetration of digital payments 

and low purchasing power among citizens

▪ Instead, companies look toward ads as a primary revenue stream to 

complement lukewarm in-app purchases in these regions

• Chhota Bheem Race, an Indian mobile game based off a popular 

local cartoon character and developed by June Software, is an 

example of this case

▪ Though the game has some in-app purchases, the title primarily 

monetizes off of interstitial and video advertisements in the game

▪ June Software CEO Roby John has also highlighted the possibility for deep product placements in the game

▲ The company’s Minion game engine provides the developer with the flexibility to tailor and localize the in-game items and 

environments for India’s various diverse subregions, and this could be used to easily plant branded items like a can of 

soda into the game 

For advertising to be successful it has to fit naturally within the game, whether by a properly placed 

interstitial ad or a sponsored in-game asset that feels appropriate for the local audience
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• Niantic secured some interesting partnerships with name brands during the 

height of Pokémon GO in summer 2016 to sponsor their real-world locations in 

the game, including:

▪ Sprint and Boost Mobile retail stores in the US

▪ Starbucks in the US

▪ McDonald’s in Japan

• The business model reportedly has partners paying less than $0.50 per daily 

unique visit to a sponsored location, with Niantic reporting that the game had 

driven over 500 million visitors in less than a year

• CEO John Hanke noted that free-to-play mechanics put a lot of pressure on a 

game’s design that ads can help alleviate

▪ He noted that the advertising model works best when it is deeply tied to the game itself 

so it doesn’t interrupt the flow of gameplay, as seen with the sponsored PokéStops in 

the game that players can interact with

▪ Sponsorships were planned to be the sole business model for Niantic’s first location-

based game, Ingress, but ultimately they opened up to in-app purchases as well

Starbucks Pokéstop in Pokémon GO, advertising 

the specialty Pokémon GO Frappuccino

Revenue from ads can help to reduce the pressure for a game 

to monetize through grind mechanics
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• Fastlane by Space Ape Games is a mobile arcade 

shooter that launched in May 2017 and was built from 

the ground up to monetize both with ads and IAPs

• Space Ape originally focused on making ads rewarding 

for the player, but didn’t take into account the needs of 

advertisers

▪ Mobile ads are often trying to sell players towards 

competing games, which would seem counterintuitive to 

serve players at first, but Space Ape found that to 

effectively monetize from ads they would have to get 

players to click on the ads while also giving them a 

compelling reason to come back to their game

• The company experimented with a handful of ad 

formats, including one A/B test that showed interstitial 

ads to a group of players after every single race

▪ Though this increased ad revenue short-term, it was found 

to have a negative impact on player retention

Source: PocketGamer.biz

*EveryRace refers to a scenario in which interstitial ads are shown to a player cohort 

after every single racing session, while Control received a more limited number of ads

Fastlane: Interstitial Ad Views vs. Retention

* *
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• After some experimentation, Space Ape found that the best formula was to show an optional rewarded video ad at 

the end of every race for players that had not made an in-app purchase or who had previously watched a 

rewarded video

▪ They found that average revenue per daily active user (ARPDAU) for ads increased considerably but that it was more than 

offsetting any impact on retention or cannibalization of in-app purchases

▪ The title grew from $5K to $45K per day in ad revenue within just four months

Fastlane: Daily Bookings from Ads vs. IAPs• Space Ape’s key findings were:

▪ Rewarded ads were stronger than interstitials 

for retention because it gives players a choice

▪ Rewards have to be meaningful to players, 

but they need to be set at smaller levels that 

players wouldn’t be making IAPs for

▪ The best time to show players an ad so that 

they will engage with it but still stay loyal to 

your game is at the end of their play session, 

when they were planning to put the game 

down anyways

▪ Ads have to work in favor of players and 

advertisers alike

Source: PocketGamer.biz
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Ads can always carry the risk of hurting retention and driving players away, particularly if they are annoying or pop up 

during core moments of gameplay

Designing ads for players alone is not enough, as you need to encourage players to interact with the ads for it to be 

valuable for the advertiser and thereby monetize better

The gameplay loop should be tailored to this experience so 

that players feel the ad is placed naturally within the game

Give players the 

choice with 

rewarded ads 

Players like to be trusted with the option to engage with an ad in exchange for a meaningful in-game reward, and the 

goodwill built from giving them the choice encourages retention

A survey by Unity in 2016 revealed that 71% of respondents found watching an ad was their preferred method of 

“paying” for in-game content

B E S T  P R A C T I C E S

R I S K  F A C T O R S

Be strategic with how the ads are placed to encourage click-through by 

showing them to players at the natural end of their play sessions


